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Details of Visit:

Author: jumping_jack_flash
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 21 Jun 2012 17:00
Duration of Visit: 45 mins
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Bentleys
Website: http://www.bentleys-massage.co.uk
Phone: 01612360001

The Premises:

Discreet entrance, Basement premises close to Piccadilly.

The reception area was pleasant enough, but room 2 which I was led to looked as though it hadnt
seen a duster or a broom in years. The air vents were thick with dust hanging out of them, the fan
on the shelf had dust hanging off it and the shower area was grubby and untidy with a tired shower
curtain, the shower head hanging off its bracket and a shelf with a bottle of radox with half an inch
of liquid left in it, all thats required is a bit of dusting and some housekeeping.

The Lady:

Maria was absolutely lovely, 20 years old, fantastic fugure and long dark hair.

The Story:

After an initial shower Maria was sat waiting and although I didnt realise it from meeting her along
with the other girls in reception, she was Romanian and her English was poor, this wasnt a problem
for me, we managed to communicate fine and this just added to the fun.

She started with a massage (it was really no massage at all just rubbing my chest wile we talked,
but to be fair I was more interested in a little chat, and who's to say I didnt put her off by talking).

No extra's seemed to be on offer but then I wasnt much bothered anyway, she had already decided
on covered oral, and I wasnt really fussed, but it was at this point I began to realise how
inexperienced she was. Maria's oral technique reminded me of when I was a teenager and we were
experimenting and discovering sex for the first time, it was actually quite sweet in its own way.

Moved into missionary...and wow!!! Suddenly dawned on me that I was having this amazing sex
with a beautiful young girl, we fucked for ages in that one position, I didnt want to change because I
liked looking at her exactly where she was, eventually I moved her legs up to pound her really hard
and deep before leaning myself back to fuck her at a different angle and see myself slowly sliding in
and out of that sweet pussy of hers, then back to a final good, hard fuck while we kissed and she
stroked my back, before long my cock was in heaven and I was cumming hard inside her.
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No time for a second 'service' because we were out of time but I didnt care.

Maria...I think youre wonderful!
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